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Just one more sleep : all good things come to
those who wait ... and wait ... and wait
by Jamie Lee Curtis

"Helping kids celebrate milestones and holidays throughout the year,
this hilarious book channels childhood exuberance and explains why
waiting can be wonderful?—?and why it can be worth it! Simultaneous
eBook. Illustrations."

The puppets of Spelhorst
by Kate DiCamillo

"Shut up in a trunk by a taciturn old sea captain with a secret, five
friends--a king, a wolf, a girl, a boy, and an owl--bicker, boast, and
comfort one another in the dark. Individually, they dream of song and
light, freedom and flight, purpose and glory, but they all agree they are
part of a larger story, bound each to each by chance, bonded by the
heart's mysteries. When at last their shared fate arrives, landing them
on a mantel in a blue room in the home of two little girls, the truth is
more astonishing than any of them could have imagined"

A camping spree with Mr. Magee
by Chris Van Dusen

Mr. Magee and his dog Dee go camping and have an adventure with a
hungry bear
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Down to the sea with Mr. Magee
by Chris Van Dusen

While spending the day in their boat on the sea, Mr. Magee and his dog
get caught up in wacky adventures with a playful pod of whales

Learning to ski with Mr. Magee
by Chris Van Dusen

An encounter with a moose while they are learning to ski provides Mr.
Magee and his dog with some unexpected excitement.

Grumpy monkey spring fever
by Suzanne Lang

Diagnosed with a bad case of spring fever that causes silliness and
laughter, Jim Panzee tries everything to get his grump back, to no
avail, especially when it becomes contagious and everyone in the
jungle joins in the fun! Simultaneous eBook. Illustrations.

Keep dancing through : a Boss family groove
by Allison Holker-Boss

Mom, Dad, Weslie, Maddox, and Zaia celebrate their family and their
favorite motto--keep dancing through
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The lonely pony
by Paula Harrison

When Princess Bea discovers a beautiful pony alone on the beach, she is
determined to find its owner, but the pony will not stay put and she is
worried the pony will run into trouble before finding its home

Flipping Forward Twisting Backward
by Alma Fullerton

Book Annotation

Girl's best friend
by Leslie Margolis

In Brooklyn, New York, twelve-year-old dog-walker Maggie, aided by
her twin brother Finn and best friend Lucy, investigates someone she
believes is stealing pets

The lucky baseball bat
by Matt Christopher

Marty loses his lucky baseball bat, and his confidence along with it, and
wonders if he will recover both in time to help the Tigers win the
championship
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The snowy reindeer
by Paula Harrison

Encountering a cold, hungry reindeer in the snow outside of her cousins'
Peruva Castle home, Princess Bea scrambles to protect the deer and
find its family while the castle busily prepares for an upcoming royal
event. 50,000 first printing. Simultaneous and eBook. Illustrations.

Click
by Kayla Miller

When a school variety show leaves Olive stranded without an act to
join, she wonders why all of her friends have already formed their own
groups without her

The showdown
by Jessica Burkhart

Unable to expose her blackmailer because they know a secret she can't
risk getting out, Abby finds her performance on horse Beau affected by
the drama and when tensions come to a head, her score at the shows
isn't the only thing in jeopardy. Simultaneous and eBook.

The last kids on Earth and the monster
dimension / : And the Monster Dimension
by Max Brallier

To get the answers he seeks about his powerful Cosmic Hand, which
might be able to stop the inevitable from happening, Jack must travel
farther than he's ever been?—?he must go to the monster dimension.
Simultaneous eBook. Illustrations.
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Worst love spell ever!
by Wanda Coven

"Heidi is settling in at Broomsfield Academy. She and Melanie are trying
to get along and Heidi is getting used to her classes, all her new
friends, and her very first crush, Hunter! The problem is: Hunter is
really popular. How will Heidi get him to notice her? Her friends tell her
to just be herself, but that sounds so boring! After all, Heidi is a witch-
in-training. What good is having magic if you can't use it? She knows she
can find the perfect love spell to make Hunter fall in love with her.
What could possibly go wrong?"

Wings of Fire Books 6 through 10
by Sutherland, Tui T.

Book Annotation

Benton Public Library
48 W. Main, Benton
Benton, Wisconsin 53803
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